Volvo 740 stereo wiring

Automotive wiring in a Volvo vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to
the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time consuming
tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio, car speakers,
tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier,
mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car audio wires for
your Volvo headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also,
find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light
and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Volvo car radio wiring diagrams, Volvo car
audio wiring diagrams, Volvo car stereo wiring diagrams, Volvo car radio wiring schematics,
Volvo car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our
automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather than spend
countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which Volvo part or component. Use of
the Volvo wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and
diagrams before applying any information found here to your Volvo If you would like to help the
Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire
diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Your email
address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to
help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio
wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by
ModifiedLife. If you don't want to spring for the wiring harness you can re-insulate the existing
wires. Only the exposed parts are crumbling and under the jacket the insulation is just fine. I cut
the jacket lengthwise far enough to expose another half foot or so of wire at each connector less if the connector was close to the main harness - and trimmed the insulation back to get rid
of the crumbly parts, then cut the insulation a few inches back so I could slide a chunk of the
insulation up to the connector. That left several inches of wire bare. I cut it near the harness and
slid heat shrink on the wire so it went over the little sleeve I pushed up, then solder spliced the
wire back together. I slid the heat shrink down so it covered the wire onto the insulation at both
ends. Repeat with each wire, fold the jacket back in place and tape the jacket with electrical
tape. Looks like new, including the wire colors. I do this all the time. Measure length of wires,
thickness and number of wires and then buy Some Heat shrink tubing. Cut the wire near the
connector but allow about half inch to one inch or more of the wire to remain on the terminal.
ONLY do 1 wire at the time. Then solder the two wire ends back together and cover it with heat
shrink tubing also. If you do 1 wire at the time you will not make any mistake of connecting it
incorrectly. You can also buy different color tubes. If you need to remove the terminal from the
connector plug, just draw a diagram of the plug connector. Mark the wire you are removing on
your diagram and then install it back to the correct slot. Dont forget to buy some wire loom
cover. Form the wiring correctly and cover with insulating loom. Tape the ends to keep moisture
out extremely important. ONLY use friction tape, electrical tape will get soft and detach near the
hot engine. You'd need wire of several different colors and gauges, and the hard part would be
getting all the connectors, if you can even find them separately. It may be expensive, but it's
probably more expensive to try to make your own harness. A shop that specializes in import car
electrical systems might be able to help. Take care, i've got considered twine colorings used in
wisely - consistently be beneficial. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this
point. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. AOC joins backlash over Biden
child migrant camp. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Bucs GM
considering Tom Brady contract extension. Chris Harrison's 'Bachelor' future up in the air.
Trudeau on Biden call: U. Mars rover's giant parachute carried secret message. Update: all the
connections look good. Update 2: so i re-wired the harness and it started the car. Answer Save.
Copper ones with plastic around them. FlagMichael Lv 7. Source s : 3 years maintaining my own
cars, including 17 years with a T. Funzzy Lv 4. How do you think about the answers? You can
sign in to vote the answer. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Hopefully it
can save some people some trouble or be a good reference for someone having the same
issues I had. Important Safety Message: Before doing any electrical work disconnect the
battery. The amplifier is located by the steering column behind the knee plate. Wattage â€” Is
important and should be the first thing you check when looking at any deck. If someone says a
deck is watts and it has 4 channels most do then each speaker channel gets 50 watts. Around
watts or 4xx50 will get you by. Speakers â€” Are also important. The speaker is the last thing
between you and your music. I checked mine and they seemed OK so I left them in. You want to
keep it in good condition in case you decide to reinstall it if and when you sell your car. I tried to
get one at Best Buy and Circuit City they told me that all their Volvo stuff was special order
only. If possible get the ones with the stripper part towards the end and not on the handle, this

makes it easier when stripping in tight spaces. Separate pairs of crimpers and cutters are handy
as well and will make things a little easier. Available at your local big name auto parts store
Schucks, Autozone, etc. Get the big pack. Get the long flathead screwdriver. Mid height on
either side of the radio there are tabs holding it in. Gently push the screwdriver into the cracks
to push the tabs in and pry out the radio. Unplug the harness and antenna. Write the security
code for the stock radio on a piece of the masking or duct tape and put it somewhere on the
radio in case of future reinstallation. Use the larger star tipped Torx screwdriver from your
Volvo toolkit to remove the knee plate. If you have some trouble with the screws tighten the vice
grips onto the shaft of the screwdriver not the handle and use them to give you some more
leverage. Use the fat tipped flathead for the two plastic fasteners towards the bottom of the knee
plate. Not remove the two screws holding the metal plate on and gently remove the other panel
down by the pedals. Disconnect the wiring harness. Gets your smallest flathead screwdriver for
the white wire connectors on the amplifier wiring harness. You want to unscrew the side
farthest from the harness. Just leave them on the harness and leave the harness unplugged.
Cut 4 lengths of speaker wire, just over 3. Split one end of each about 3 inches, then strip the
two wires crimp on butt connectors. Cut an inch or so of masking or duct tape and fold it in half
over the wire like a tag towards the other end. There should be a copper wire and a silver wire,
or one wire will have a stripe, depending on the brand of speaker wire. Silver wire is positive,
copper wire is negative, or stripe wire is negative. Take your sharpie and mark the tag that you
made on the other end LF for Left Front. Repeat with the other wires using the following guide.
Get your roll of black electrical tape. Group your four lengths of speaker wire together and wrap
the tape in a band around them every 4 inches or so to bundle it tightly making a snake. Leave
the last foot unbundled except for one last band at the tip which will make it easier to feed it
through to the stereo. Do what you can with the electrical tape to clean up wires on the harness
and move them out of the way. Find a path to run the snake through, try to keep it away from the
gauges and any moving parts like the steering column. If you have trouble feeding it through
some places, straighten out a wire hanger and put a small hook or loop on one end to use it to
push or pull the snake through, you may have to tape it. Be careful to not accidentally
disconnect any wires or harnesses in the process. Secure it where you can with the zip ties.
Locate the wiring harness for the stock radio. Ask me how I know. At this point reconnect the
battery. Connect the new deck to the wiring harness. Start the car and see if the deck powers
on, you may have hit the power button on the new deck. If none of the fuses are blown double
check your butt splices and wiring. If the deck turns on take a quick break, go to the bathroom,
smoke a cigarette, drink an energy drink, whatever you need to do. Disconnect the wiring
harness from the deck. Decide if you want to use the dash tweeters or not. If not skip on to To
do this cut two lengths of speaker wire about 6 inches long. Left to left, right to right, positive to
positive, and negative to negative. Connect the wiring harness to the deck and put in your CD.
Check each speaker, if a speaker is silent recheck your wiring and check again to make sure
each splice is secure. Spending the extra money on shielded RCA cables is worth it. Connect
the power on cable to the blue wire on the new wiring harness. Using zip ties and electrical tape,
bundle and organize the wires leading to the new wiring harness to clean it up, the last thing
you want is a birds nest of wires. Remove the necessary pieces from the new dash plate. Install
it making sure that it is right side up and that the tabs are in place. Pull through the new wiring
harness, antenna cable and any other cables to be connected to the deck. Push the metal sleeve
that should have come with your deck into the face plate making sure to feed the wires and
harnesses through it. Connect them to the deck then push it into place. Put the knee plate and
anything else you took apart back together and clean up any little bits of wire or trash that
escaped. The official Volvo site can be found here. ALL SV90 Awesome work!!! Many thanks!!
What about wire nuts?? Why all the splicing? All participants agree to these terms. Tutorial for
Installing Stereo into Volvo wiring guides included Volvo D12 Ecm Wiring Diagram â€” There
are several how-to video clips that one could turn to for auto repairs. From a straightforward tire
switch to changing your gasoline filter can be obtained from movie form. These video tutorials
is going to take you thru each and every step in producing the fix and can save you time and the
price of taking it into a technician. When consuming your car or truck into a maintenance
support, ensure that you have all paperwork handy. This is important as you do not want the
mechanic to perform tasks that have already been performed on your own automobile. This
could help you save a lot of time and funds along with your restoration. In this particular
handbook, you will find plenty of tips and tricks that will obtain your auto directly into
equipment and save you a visit to the auto technician. Fixing concerns on your own may help
you both in a useful and financial sense. Take notice of the gauges and pr
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oblems lighting in your automobiles dash. Learn how to identify the signals of any automobile
that may be getting too hot, lower on gas or otherwise charging you the battery. Being aware of
which of such indications need to have instant focus can stop harm to your car and help you
save cash in the long run. Keep a handful of bottles of each substance from the trunk area of
your own automobile in case of crisis situations. Fully familiarize yourself with the appropriate
oxygen pressure of your own automobile car tires and invest in an aura compressor. Examine
your car tires frequently whilst keeping them effectively inflated all on your own. Having the
capability to accomplish this oneself consistently can save you money regarding deterioration
and normal servicing. Should you be certain to fix your personal car alone. You ought to have
electrical wiring diagram. Obtain the suitable cabling diagram for your personal car specified for
the requirements. Popular Posts. Recent Search Terms.

